Holly Elmore Images
Mounted Small-Print Inventory
#

Image

Name Size Price Inv.

Description

Location

1

Dahlia bud 5x6 $12

19 09-16-16 As the Harvest
Moon signals completions
within our lives, the young
dahlia offers the promise of
new beginnings with the
following New Moon.

2

Full-bloom dahlia
4x6 $12

29 10-05-14 A vibrant dahlia
Buckhead
opens in full bloom as the day
comes to a close.

3

Full6x6 $14
bloom
rose with
buds

25 04-24-15 Youthful rose buds
surround their elder as they
embark on the vulnerability
within their bloom.

4

Dragonfly 6x6 $14
on lily pad
bud

27 06-12-15 My dragonfly friend - Atlanta
messenger of The Power of
Botanical
LIGHT - joined the water lily Garden
capture as soon as I settled on
my angle

5

Multicolored
tulip

21 04-05-15 The colorful lady
returned the calling from my
heart, a calling I was not
aware of until I cast my eyes
upon her.

4x6 $12

Buckhead

Atlanta
Botanical
Garden

Buckhead

6

Lone Sunflower
4x5 $10

10 07-26-15 Cheerful sunflowers Buckhead
remind us to seek the Light
for a bright future.

7

Etheric fall flowers
4x6 $10

16 11-24-16 An etheric
perspective on lovely fall
flowers.

8

Mimosa bloom
5x6 $12

26 06-20-15 The stunning
Buckhead
mimosa tree blossom caught
my attention walking home
this evening

9

Tarnished 4x6 $12
full-bloom
camellia

19 01-11-15 The full-bloom
The
camellia tarnished by the
Cathedral of
recent freeze relaxes into her St. Philip
fate.

10

Winter seeds
6x6 $14

14 12-26-14 A lovely winter seed Buckhead
is filled with vibrant life.

11

Rain drips 4x6 $12

10 11-01-15 Magic dancing
within the water droplets
revealing snippets of life
beyond the veil.

Buckhead

Buckhead

12

Dew drop 3X3

$8

13

Magical hover
6x6fly $14

14

Carpenter 4x5 $10
bee
working
flower

13 04-18-15 A hard working bee Perimeter
covered in pollen while he
Center
plays his vital role in nature's College
perfect plan.

15

Bee's work done
4x6 $12

15 11-24-16 ... and it is time to move
Buckhead
on!

16

Delicate
bee
working
flower

17

Green sweat4x6
bee $12

5x6 $12

10 08-08-15 A single, tiny dew
Blue Heron
drop is a gateway to the many Nature
dimensions of life intertwined Preserve
within our perceived reality.

7 10-12-16 My heart skipped a
beat when the delightful
hover fly landed in my focal
area.

Peachtree
Heights
Duck Pond

0 03-09-16 From this angle, the Brookhaven,
bee reveals its fragile
GA
structure built for
tremendous work.

21 08-06-15 A stunning green
sweat bee gives a nice pose
on a coneflowers.

Blue Heron
Nature
Preserve

18

Dragonfly 5x6 $12
on water
lily branch

18 09-17-15 The Dragonfly
Atlanta
teaches us to trust in the
Botanical
Power of the Light, learn to
Garden
focus on the light within ,and
trust in our powerful Truth.

19

Dragonfly 4x6 $12
on water
lily

24 06-12-15 In Ted Andrew's
Atlanta
Animal Tarot, the Dragonfly is Botanical
the King of Shapeshifters
Garden
(Water); the energy is trusting
in the Power of the Light NOW is the time to shine.

20

Blue
5x5 $10
heron
hunting in
shallow
water

21

Heron
walking
away

22

Royal tern 6x6 $14
on pier
railing

4x4.5

$9

4 10-20-13 The heron stopped O'Leary's
mid-stride to see if it missed a Tiki Bar,
delectable delight from the
Sarasota Bay
Bay.

16 02-14-15 The heron walks
away after he gifted me
magnificent poses. I love the
sunlight accents.

New Pass,
Sarasota Bay

5 01-03-14 This delightful
Hart's
feathered friend was happy to Landing,
pose for me as I played with Sarasota Bay
the new camera.

23

Dancing willet
5x5.5 $12

22 09-03-15 A sweet Willet with Longboat
an injured right foot limped
Key, Florida
along the beach with amazing
grace.

24

Cloud
6x6 $14
reflection
in the bay

0 09-07-16 During a break in
the afternoon rains, the cloud
reflections were surreal in the
bay waters.

Dockside
Waterfront
Grill,
Venice, FL

25

Fog on the river
4x6 $12

4 01-26-16 On the second day
of the USCC Conference, the
fog rolled onto the river midmorning.

St. John
River,
Jacksonville,
FL

26

Butterfly 4.5x6 $12
resting on
handrail

4 05-09-14 A lovely butterfly
Atlanta
graced me with a long pose as Botanical
I embarked on my
Gardens
photography adventures.

27

Hover fly 5x6 $12
on flower

1 12-11-15 Hover flies are tiny
yet members of the magical
world of bugs.

Buckhead,
Atlanta

